
Africa e Mediterraneo 
editorial rules 

 
 
A Length and attachments: 
 
It depends on the specific cases. 
Articles need to be presented with: 
- A short presentation of the author (3-4 lines max). 
- 350 words abstract 
- Notes 
- Bibliography 
- Images in electronic format need to be sent in a 300 dpi resolution at base 15 cm. 
- Images must be accompanied by captions. 

 
 
B Editorial rules 
 
Stresses: 
Stresses must be inserted with the specific computer key, not adding apostrophes to the 
letters (ex: not e’ but é). 
 
Quotations: 
- Quotations must be inserted in the body of the text, between inverted commas «» 
- for in-text references names and a year are indicated between brackets 
Ex: (Kelly & Meyers 1995) 
 
Notes: 
- Notes must be inserted at the end of the text. 
- Note references and the corresponding number must be written in Arabic numerals. 
- Note references must be inserted after punctuation marks.  

Ex: Our story takes place in Kampala,1 a city…. 
- In the note, number is followed by a space, a short line and by an another space 

again. 
Ex: 1 - Cfr. Sandra Federici 2002, p. 12 
 
Bibliography: 
- Books: N. and family name, Title, Editor, Place and date, pages. 

Ex: P. Guidicini, G. Scidà (eds.), Le metropoli marginali: città e mondo urbano del 
sottosviluppo alla ricerca di un possibile futuro, Angeli, Milano 1986, pp. 112-115 

 
- Articles from journals and magazines: N. and family name, Title, in «Journal's 

title», n., year. 
Es. J.R. Harris, M.P. Todaro, Migration, unemployment and development: a two sector 
analysis, in «American Economic Review», n. 1, 1970 
 
 
 

                                                
 



Capital letters: 
- It is anglosaxon praxis to use capital letters at the beginning of each word of books, 
works, etc… we prefer to uniform different editorial rules taking Italian as exaple  
Es.  
Fémi Ósófisan, Ritual and Revolutionary Ethos: The Humanist Dilemma in Contemporay 
Nigerian Theatre  diventa:  
Fémi Ósófisan, Ritual and revolutionary ethos: The humanist dilemma in contemporay Nigerian 
theatre 
 
 
Foreigner words:  
Foreigner words must be written in italic. 
 
Abbreviations: 
i.e. = id est 
e.g. = exempli gratia 


